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CHALLENGES FACED BY TODAY’S CFOs 
Today’s CFO understands that they serve as a strategic partner to the business to add value beyond crunching numbers. Business 
needs and demands are changing faster than ever, and the finance organization must stay nimble to keep up. External pressures, 
internal complexities, and everything in between lead to some of the top challenges CFOs face today. 

> How do I support the articulation of value creating business strategies, and how can I partner with business leadership to 
drive strategy execution across the enterprise? 

> How do I build a highly scalable function, able to support acquisitions and other changes to the business? 
> How do I ensure that our investments in innovation and growth yield the greatest returns? 
> How should I organize Finance to best serve the needs of different stakeholders, and how do I attract and retain the best 

talent needed to ensure successful execution of Finance’s mission? 
> How do I ensure that the data the company relies on is accurate and provides the most useful information? 

 

Transformation Approach and Value Creation Model 
Addressing these issues requires an integrated solution. Successfully transforming the organization involves touching nearly all 
facets of the organization, including the overarching strategy and vision, how the organization is structured, how talent is managed 
and developed, the tools and technology used, and how data is collected and shared. Our capability pyramid offers an integrated 
approach that addresses all key facets of the operating model as it relates to finance and accounting. 

 

  
 

Each of the five value drivers has the ability to deliver tactical, tangible benefits to the finance and accounting function. Cohen & 
Company has partnered with our clients to navigate the full transformation journey as well as small enhancements to their current 
processes and technologies. Let us understand the challenges faced by your organization and learn how we can help. 
  

Dashboard Development | Market Sizing | Category & Pricing Analysis | Web  

Strategic Planning & Goal Setting| FP&A | Integrated Performance Management  

Organization Design | Shared Services Implementation | Governance | Talent  

Close, Consolidate, Report | OTC & PTP Process Design | ERP Strategy  

Finance Data Management | Data Governance | Security & 
Compliance Design | Data Integration 
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PROJECT CASE STUDIES 
Our experiences span the spectrum of finance and accounting services, from strategy through execution 

 

 

 

 

Finance Org Assessment & Strategy 
Situation 
High growth global tech company is experiencing new business challenges and finance requirements. 
 

Solution 
Assessment of current capabilities against business requirements highlighted value creating opportunities 
related to people, process and technology initiatives. A time study and benchmarks provided supporting 
analysis to make informed decisions that enabled more profitable and scalable growth 

Finance & Accounting (F&A) Shared Services Implementation 
Situation 
Real estate development and management company needed a more efficient centralized 
accounting function to support growing transactional volumes. 
 

Solution 
Process efficiencies were identified to streamline staff and accounting activities among the 
properties. This resulted in clearer roles and optimized operations to lower long term F&A costs. 

Close Process Optimization 
Situation 
After several recent acquisitions, a global public manufacturing company struggled to close the books 
and issue accurate and timely financial reports. 
 

Solution 
Using a current state close process map, we identified specific site-level close activities that were time 
consuming or duplicative, providing a framework to implement leading practice close techniques. 

Master Data Governance and Workflow Implementation 
Situation 
This global manufacturing company struggled with data quality and the resulting operational issues, due 
to highly manual processes and lack of structure to govern master data across numerous systems 
 

Solution 
By getting down to the master data field level, our team designed an improved information architecture 
and implemented data governance workflow to route creation and maintenance activities. 

STRATEGY 

EXECUTION 


